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PRODUCTION OF CITRUS NURSERY STOeK IN ARIZONA
By L. P. Hamilton

Factors Affecting the Citrus Nursery Business on the Yuma Mesa; Kind
'Of Seed To Plant; Handling the Young Tree

� HE citrus nursery game, as it

'-' is frequently called, is at

tended with all the risks incident to

ordinary farming and several addi

tional ones peculiar to it alone, and

just as the successful farmer must

select a location where natural con

ditions are favorable for the grow

ing of the desired crop and to some

extent recognize and cooperate with

the natural laws governing plant
growth, so also the nurseryman in

addition to doing these things must

also have considerable specialized in

formation,

The necessitv of a favorable loca

tion for a citrus nursery can not

be overestimated. Freedom from

frost as far as possible, absence of

insect pests, a favorable type of soil,
proximity to present or prospective
markets, assurance of funds to carry

on in the initial stage or during an

unprofitable year, and confidence in

one's ability to get results are rae

tors which must be considered in

their relative importance. lIn most

citrus growing localities there are

what are called frostless 'areas usu

ally located on a southern slope pro

tected by a hill or mountain, or level

spots at the foot of a mesa, or in

Iittle canyons where there is an in

version of temperature. These are

usually frostless in name only and

it is 'a rare spot indeed in Arizona

where an occasional cold snap does

not drop the mercury a few degrees
below freezing which might damage
in three or four hours trees which

required that many years to grow.

In the early stages trees must be

protected not only from the frost in

winter but also from the intense

heat in summer. This is done by
making the seed bed for growing the

trees under a lath shade. Since

Professor Kinnison described the

method of making a seed bed in the

November issue of the Agriculturist,
it will not be necessary to repeat it
here. The main 'difficulty encoun

tered in getting a good stand. is the

failure of the seed to germinate be

cause of improper moisture or tem

perature conditions, and the damping
off of the little trees when an inch or

two high.

Seed to Plant

"What kind of seed should one

plant? Since the tree is dependent
for its existence on its roots not

only is the selection of a proper

variety of root stock essential but

the selection of a proper type with

in the variety may prove desirable.

The recognition and propagation of

desirable features in a citrus tree

requires long periods of time, so a

commercial nurseryman is rarely in

terested in the problems of selection

and fixing valuable characteristics.
Government plant explorers are comb

ing the globe for plants possessing
useful traits, and scientists are at

tempting to improve not only the

existing commercial varieties, .but
also to develop new varieties espe

cially adapted to certain localities.
While our experimental farms should

first tryout these new things, the

progressive nurseryman should prop

agate a few of them even at the risk

of having trees left on his hands.

Bud selection developed under the

guidance of Mr. Shamel of River

side, California, is an attempt LO ap

ply scientific thought to the solution

of the very practical question of the

quantity and quality of fruit a grove
will produce. By keeping a system
atic record of production over a num

ber of years the average production
and type of fruit for a particular
tree under certain environmental con

dttlons can be compared with another

tree whieh mayor may not have

had similar treatment and environ

ment. Buds selected in this manner

are the best obtainable and every

purchaser of trees should know the

history of the budwood used for his

trees, but should not expect bud se

lection to correct mistakes arising
from the natural unfitness of the lo

cation for citrus or improper cultural

methods. It seems that there are

at least two places where bud selec
tion is not infallible. In the first

place there- may have been other

trees in the grove predisposed to

greater production than the one from

which the buds were cut, but unable

to show it on account of some local

condition, or in the second place
what is wanted is not flash produc
tion but a sustained average produc
tion, and that the high productivity
especially in the earlier years of the

tree is attained at the expense of

constitutional vigor and longevity.
The writer about seven years ago

got some sour orangs seed from Mr.

Avery near Phoenix. Out of eight
thousand little trees four trees

showed special vigor and were left

standing for seed producing purposes.

They are all close together on iden

tical type of 'soil and have been

treated alike. They came into bear

ing the first time last year and one

produced thirty-two oranges, another
seventeen, another four, and the last

(Continued on page 10)
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PRODUCTION OF CITRUS der observation, and the thorough-
NURSERY STOCK IN ARIZ, ness of the records over a long per

iod.

(C-ontinued from page 8) What variety of citrus stock. is
failed to yield. This year they all best for Arizona conditions? The
have about the same quantity of

fruit on them, but the thirty-two-or
ange tree is still slightly in the lead.

The uniformly large fruit produced
plenty of plump seeds but when

planted in comparison with ordinary
seed they have shown no tendency
to make an abnormal growth, and

the characteristic of vigor, if trans

mitted, has not been recognized.
Perhaps it will appear in a second

generation. The original four trees

showed distinct variations in the

time of first fruit production, type
of foliage and manner of growth. To

What extent would these qualities
have been displayed had they been

used as a root stock for citrus trees?
It seems as logical to select root

stocks as buds, if the type of root

stock influences the habit of the

tree. While emphasis is being placed
on the rather academic question of

bud and root selection, the principle
of it is the same thing that men have

been following for hundreds of years,

and the present value is due largely
to the increased number of trees un-

ARIZONA'S LARGEST
PIANO STORE

Chickering, Marshall & Wen
dell, Ivers & Pond, and Brew
ster pianos; players and re-
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R. H� Nielsen
Music Company
Congress Hotel Bldg.

Phone 238

sour and sweet orange, the rough
lemon, and the trifoliate root are

all used for commercial planting in

various citrus districts of the United

States. The value of the trifoliate

root is its resistance to cold, and

when citrus trees are grown on it

they have a tendency to become

more dormant in the winter months

and are not so susceptible to frost.
lt is not at home in the soils of

Arizona and makes a slow growth
and poor bud union. The rough lem

on, While a vigorous grower, has the

reputation of being short lived and

affecting unfavorably the quality of

the fruit. However, there are some

thirty year old Valencia trees on

this root in the Salt River Valley
and the yield and quality 'of the

fruit are all that could be desired,
so there is an exception in one in

stance at least. The sweet orange

is returning to favor somewhat in

California, but practically all the re

cent planting in Arizona are being
made on sour stock, which is capable
of giving splendid results.

Handling the Young Trees

After the seedlings are grown to

about the size of a lead pencil they
'a re dug, usually in the spring of the

year, topped back to eight inches,
the tips of the roots cut off and the

trees set out in nursery form. That
fall or the following spring they
should be, ready to bud. It' is im

portant to have the nursery soil of

a uniform texture at least to a depth
which will be the bottom of the ball

when the tree is dug. The land

should be free from a plow sole or

any stratlfication, and when possible
should be as light or a lighter soil

Established 1887

E. F. SANGUINETTI
Yuma, Arizona
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than the one to which the tree is

to be transplanted. The ball of a

heavier soil than thai in which it is

set either does not take the irriga
tion water readily or it holds it to

such an extent that there is no in

ducement for the roots to branch out

into a lighter and perhaps hot soil.

Professor Crider of the Boyce Thomp
son Arboretum at Superior has made

'Yiuite a study of root development
and he states that from a large num

ber of observations he is about ius
tified in concluding that the develop
ment of the root system land the

top rarely proceeds at the same time.

If a cycle of leaf and branch growth
is dependent upon the previous root

growth one can see how necessary

it is to have favorable conditions to

get a root system established as

soon as possible, for if anything
should happen to the initial leaf

growth which is made from the en

ergy stored up in the tree and roots

when dug before a root system is

established, the recov-ery if �t re
covers at all, is slow. In transplant
ing trees into a light, sandy soil,
it is a good plan to get. them set

out as soon in the spring as weather

conditions will permit. They should

be mulched with a little manure or

str.aw to keep the soil from over

heating.
Work has been done along two dit

ferent lines in the protection agains t
frost. The first is to hill up the earth

in the late fall about the eighth
month old seedlings planted in nurs

ery form and take a chance on the

frost killing some of the tops. The

second is an intensive form of cul

tivation in which the trees are close

ly spaced at the rate of ten or twelve
thousand to the acre and the entire

nursery protected with a shade. The

trees do better in the winter and

the hottest part of the summer under

the shade, but in the fall and spring
without it. In order' to harden up

the trees it is best to remove the

shade until early winter when it can

be replaced or the trees dug and

stored in a protecting shade.

IFactors in Budding
One of the chief difficulties is to

get a good stand of buds, and this

is especially so when the trees are

grown under shade. While the bark

will slip almost any time from April
to December the early fall budding
is the most satisfactory. The draw

back is that only a small proportion
of the trees will normally attain the

(Continued on page 15)
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CARE AND USE OF

ICE REF'RIGERATORS

(Continued from Page 9.)
perature. Remove with cold soda
water any discolorations on the re

frigerator lining, using whiting or

some soft soap, as harsh powders scar
and crack enamel.
For the bi-weekly cleaning use cold

soda water on both the inside and the
outside of the box. It is not necessary
to wash the ice chamber more than
one time each week. Scour racks well
with a small brush to remove any
food particles. Be sure that the food
is in clean containers.
A weekly cleaning includes the

washing of the ice section and drains.

Every two weeks they should be
washed in hot water. The weekly
cleaning should be done in water, and
a wooden skewer used to get into the

grooves. After using hot water, al

ways rinse in cold water, and dry all

parts thoroughly to prevent excess

moisture.
Refrigerators are a blessing to the

housewife and their care and use

should not be abused. Every house
wife should understand and appreciate
their principles for efficient and eco

nomic conservation of her food mate

rials.

PRODUCTION OF CITRUS
NURS·ERY STOCK IN ARIZ.

(Continued from page 10)
full size the first year and if allowed

to stand they may become too large.
We have had little success with

June budding, a system where bud

wood of the current season's growth
is used. It is not only difficult to get
them to come out but they make an

inferior growth and the loss of seed

lings from being cut off or lopped
over to make the buds sprout is

greater at this season of the year

than in the spring. While there is

a certain technique about budding
the important thing is to have the

tree in proper condition and to be

favored with the right' kind of weather.

The future of the citrus nursery

is tied up with the growth of the

citrus industry. Since our state is

free of serious insect pests if trees

of equal merit .are offered on the

same basis as California trees buy
ers should give them the preference.
Splendid trees can be grown in this

State and some of our most promis
ing groves are from home grown
stock. There is no reason why these
trees cannot be duplicated, especially
if people are willing to pay a price

which justifies growing them. The

extremes of Arizona clima te make

the production of citrus nursery stock
difficult and risky, but I think the

advantage of having a home source

of supply warrants the effort of com

baiting these extremes.

"Is your husband still the loud

dresser he was before you marrled
him?"

"1 should say so; you should hear

him when he's looking for a collar

button."

"What part of the picture thrilled

you the most?"

"The part where Joe kis ed me."

"Do you girls really like the con

ceited men better than the other

kind ?"

"What other kind?"

A. Strict, But
Payl g Program

Established
(842

Farm Tractors
3 sizes

Skid Engines
Steel Threshers

5 sizes

Combines
Prairie
Hillside

Silo Fillers
4 sizes

Baling Presses
2 sizes

Steam Engines
Road Machinery
Grand Detour

Plows
Harrows

Cultivators

SI JCE every farmer's earning capacity
i largely influenced by the efficiency

of hi power and machinery, this factor
should determine his selection of machines
and his future treatment of them.

He should buy only machines known to

be most efficient for his conditions. He
should maintain each machine constantly
at full efficiency. He should discard

immediately any machine that fails to do
its full quota of work efficiently and well
and replace it with the best machine for
the purpose that the market affords,
regardless of price. The best machine IS

always cheapest in the long run.

This program may appear too strict to

many farmers, but it is the only one that
assures the highest earning capacity and

profit for the farm. 'Ve are more than

willing to have Case tractors, threshers,
combines and other power farming ma

chinery judged by standards no less strict.

Incorporated
Dept. Z·7S

J. I. Case Threshing Machine Company
Established 184�

WilconlinRaoine

NOTICE-Our plows and harrows are NOT the Case plows
and harrows made by the J. I. Case Plow TVorks Co.


